THE TRADITIONALIST  REVIVAL
Nationalism is therefore largely a matter of education from
the very cradle, and in his Amities franfaises Barres shows how
" a little Lorraine boy acquired those feelings that give life a
real value/' The keynote of the process is the stressing of all
possible differences between Philippe (Barres' own child) and
all other children he may meet, between his country and other
countries, so that education largely consists in the creation of
barriers enclosing a mental and emotional world outside which
the child, become a man, will never think of straying. One
essential, and singularly interesting, condition of this is to
remain in your own native corner. Be content with your own
part of France, which really made you; and, in particular, don't
all flock to Paris or other big towns and become " uprooted."
It is through his village that Philippe will love Lorraine,
through Lorraine that he will love France. Make your con-
tribution to life where life placed you, in the class in which
you were born and for which you are really fitted; social
advance may indeed take place, by education and hard work,
but all this must be slow and gradual; education itself must
be doled out as the human mind is capable of assimilating it
and should be far more vocational than it is now ; in the words
of another nationalist, Paul Bourget, " you must not skip any
of the necessary stages,"1 In fact, true individual and social
happiness really consist in carrying on the calling of your
father in the place where you were born, supported by the
framework of old-established institutions and of an ancestral
religion.
Thus rejecting the universal for the national, the nationalist
must fight to the death all those forces that would threaten
those French traditions on which national life rests. He
must, in the first place, defend France from all those who are
not truly French, either because of their race or because of
1 See Bourget's novel, Ufitape. Bourget also speaks of " les ravages ac-
complis par la science sur des tetes, que rien n'a preparees a recevoir la
douche formidable de toutes les idees nouvelles" (Essais, i., p. 151). "Nous
somrnes hardiment de ceux qui s'ils avaient la main pleine de verites hesiter-
aient a fouvrir, ou ne le feraient qu'avec d'infinies precautions " (Brunetiere,
Revue de $ Deux Monde s, i5th June 1882).
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